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Abstract. In November 2008, the User Requirements Notation (URN)
was approved as Recommendation Z.151 by the Standardization Sec-
tor of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T). URN is
the first and currently only standard that supports both goal-oriented
and scenario-based modeling for requirements engineering activities. The
Aspect-oriented URN (AoURN) is a recent extension of URN that com-
bines goals, scenarios, and aspects in one framework. AoURN is a can-
didate for future versions of the URN standard. We first summarize the
basic concepts and notation of AoURN and then discuss advanced fea-
tures of AoURN that are necessary for large-scale modeling. Based on
our experience with AoURN modeling, we present a list of requirements
including rationale for an aspect-oriented extension of Z.151 that suc-
cinctly expresses the required features to evolve URN into a complete
aspect-oriented modeling framework.
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1 Introduction

The recent Recommendation Z.151 (11/08) defines the User Requirements Nota-
tion (URN) [9], a modeling language for requirements engineering and high-level
design that incorporates goal-oriented and scenario-based models in one frame-
work. While scenario models have been regarded as an essential tool for software
development for a long time, goal models are a more recent development [5, 22,
26, 28]. In URN, goal models created with the Goal-oriented Requirement Lan-
guage (GRL) are complemented with scenario models created with Use Case
Maps (UCMs). Even though Recommendation Z.151 is now available, new de-
velopments in software engineering must be considered in the context of evolving
URN. One of the most exciting developments in software engineering over the
last decade is the emergence of aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) [4], promising
better encapsulation of crosscutting concerns at the requirements and architec-
ture stage which in turn may lead to greater maintainability, reusability, and
scalability of requirements models. Crosscutting concerns in the context of re-
quirements engineering are for example features, scenarios, and non-functional
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requirements (NFRs) that cannot be properly encapsulated with only traditional
requirements engineering techniques. Many aspect-oriented approaches for such
techniques have been proposed (e.g., for use cases [2, 3, 10], viewpoints [24], prob-
lem frames [12], and UML models [6, 27]).

For the last three years, the Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation
(AoURN) has been developed [13–21, 23]. During this time period, the initial
basic concepts of AoURN have been augmented with several advanced features.
We summarize all of these advanced features together here in one publication
for the first time, and furthermore discuss the motivation of these advanced fea-
tures. Based on our experiences in combining URN and aspect-oriented concepts,
numerous case studies, and feedback from industrial collaborators, we are now
in a position to formulate requirements for the extension of URN with aspects.
This approach follows the example of URN itself, as requirements for URN were
first published in Recommendation Z.150 (02/03) “User Requirements Notation
(URN) – Language requirements and framework” [8] and later Z.151 was de-
fined based on these requirements. The goal therefore is to amend Z.150 with
requirements for aspect-oriented modeling based on the requirements presented
here. Furthermore, Z.151 itself contains additional requirements that describe in
detail the semantics of the dynamic behavior of UCMs when interpreted (i.e.,
traversed) by a path traversal mechanism. Hence, the second set of requirements
presented here is formulated for the UCM path traversal to enable the traversal
of aspect-oriented UCM models.

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 gives a brief overview of Recom-
mendation Z.151, the User Requirements Notation (URN). Section 3 explains
the basic concepts of the Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation (AoURN).
Section 4 then addresses advanced features of AoURN required for large-scale
modeling. A simple web-based application serves as an example to illustrate the
basic and motivate the advanced features of AoURN. Section 5 presents the list
of requirements for extending URN with aspect-oriented concepts, grouped into
general requirements and requirements for the path traversal of Use Case Maps
(UCM). Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and identifies future work.

2 Overview of Z.151 – User Requirements Notation

The User Requirements Notation (URN) [1, 9] supports the elicitation, analysis,
specification, and validation of requirements. URN captures early requirements
in a modeling framework containing two complementary sub-languages called
Goal-oriented Requirement Language (GRL – for goal-oriented modeling) and
Use Case Maps (UCMs – for scenario-based modeling). GRL models are used
to describe and reason about non-functional requirements (NFRs), quality at-
tributes, and the intentions of system stakeholders, whereas UCM models are
used for operational requirements, functional requirements, and performance and
architectural reasoning. While GRL identifies at a very high level of abstraction
possible solutions to be considered for the proposed system, UCM models de-
scribe these solutions in more detail. In summary, URN has concepts for the
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specification of stakeholders, goals, non-functional requirements, rationales, be-
haviour, actors, scenarios, and structuring.

A GRL model consists of intentional elements (e.g., softgoals (  ), hard goals
(  ), and tasks (  )) connected together with different types of links. Inten-
tional elements may be assigned to stakeholders called actors (  ). Contribution
links (  ) indicate positive (+) or negative (–) impact of intentional elements
on each other. Correlation links (  ) are similar to contribution links in that
they also indicate impact but are used to describe side effects rather than de-
sired impacts. Decomposition links (  ) allow the decomposition of intentional
elements into sub-elements. AND, (inclusive) OR, and XOR decompositions are
supported.

For example in Fig. 1, two stakeholders, the Customer and the DVD Store, are
shown. The customer’s goal graph has three intentional elements with positive
contribution links between them, whereas the store’s goal graph is a little more
complicated and considers two alternatives, Online Store and Traditional Store,
modeled as tasks.
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Fig. 1. The Customer and DVD Store Stakeholders of a Simple Online DVD Store
System

A UCM model consists of a path that begins at a start point (  , e.g., buy) and
ends with an end point (  , e.g., bought). A path may contain responsibilities (  ,
e.g., processOrder), identifying the steps in a scenario, and notational symbols for
alternative (  ) and concurrent (  ) branches. Path elements may be assigned
to a component (  , e.g., DVD Store). Stubs (  ) are containers for sub-models
called plug-in maps. Drilling into a stub leads to a submap that provides more
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details, thus allowing for hierarchical structuring of UCM models. A binding
between the stub and elements on the plug-in map precisely defines how the
scenario continues from the parent map to the submap and back to the parent
map.

Furthermore, URN links (  ) are used but are not limited to establish trace-
ability by relating tasks (i.e., possible solutions) or actors in goal models to their
representation in the UCM model (e.g., maps, responsibilities, and stubs or com-
ponents that further describe the linked GRL elements). For example, the GRL
Customer stakeholder in Fig. 1 is linked to the UCM Customer component in
Fig. 2. Finally, URN allows the definition of metadata (<<MetadataName>>)
for any URN modeling element, thus providing an extension mechanism that
permits the definition of profiles for URN.
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Fig. 2. The Buy Movie Use Case of a Simple Online DVD Store System

The most comprehensive URN tool available to date is the Eclipse plug-
in jUCMNav [11]. jUCMNav is a full editor for GRL and UCM models that
ensures that only syntactically correct URN models are created. The tool man-
ages hierarchical UCM models consisting of several layers of maps and plug-in
maps and allows the requirements engineer to navigate easily through them.
In addition, the tool provides standard analysis features for URN models, i.e.,
global quantitative and qualitative tradeoff analysis for conflicting stakeholder
goal models as well as validation and (regression) testing of UCM models in-
cluding the detection of undesired feature interactions. jUCMNav supports the
built-in traceability and profiling features of URN as well as several transforma-
tions. Structured, textual use cases may be imported into URN models and URN
models may be transformed into more detailed scenario languages such as mes-
sage sequence charts but also into performance models. Furthermore, jUCMNav
synchronizes URN models with requirements management tools and therefore
allows URN models to be managed together with other types of requirements.
OCL constraints on URN models can also be defined and verified by jUCMNav.
Some support for aspect-oriented modeling is already available for jUCMNav.
Further AO functionality is being prototyped and will be added to the tool in
the near future. Finally, the tool also supports more advanced research on URN-
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based business process monitoring and runtime adaptation. For more details
about URN, visit the URN Virtual Library [25].

3 Basic Concepts of AoURN

The Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation (AoURN) [15–19, 21, 23] ex-
tends the User Requirements Notation (URN) with aspect-oriented concepts,
allowing modelers to better encapsulate crosscutting concerns which are hard
or impossible to encapsulate with URN models alone. AoURN adds aspect con-
cepts to URN’s sub-languages, leading to and integrating Aspect-oriented GRL
(AoGRL) [17, 23] and Aspect-oriented UCMs (AoUCM) [16, 18, 19]. The three
major aspect-oriented concepts that have to be added to URN are concerns,
composition rules, and pointcut expressions. Note that the term aspect refers to
a crosscutting concern, while the term concern encompasses both crosscutting
and non-crosscutting concerns. These are core concepts of many aspect-oriented
modeling (AOM) techniques. In terms of aspect-oriented programming (AOP,
e.g. with AspectJ [7]), the concept of a crosscutting concern in AOM relates to
the concept of an aspect and the aspect’s advice in AOP, the concept of compo-
sition rules in AOM encompasses the common before/after/around operators in
AOP, and the concept of pointcut expressions is the same in AOM and AOP.

A concern is a new unit of encapsulation that captures everything related
to a particular idea, feature, quality, etc. AoURN treats concerns as first-class
modeling elements, regardless of whether they are crosscutting or not. Typical
concerns in the context of URN are stakeholders’ intentions, NFRs, and use cases.
AoURN groups all relevant properties of a concern such as goals, behavior, and
structure, as well as pointcut expressions needed to apply new goal and scenario
elements to a URN model or to modify existing elements in the URN model.

Pointcut expressions are patterns that are specified by an aspect and matched
in the URN model (often referred to as the base model). If a match is found,
the aspect is applied at the matched location in the base model. The composi-
tion rule defines how an aspect transforms the matched location. AoURN uses
standard URN diagrams to describe pointcut expressions and composition rules
(i.e., AoURN is only limited by the expressive power of URN itself as opposed
to a particular composition language). AoURN’s aspect composition technique
can fully transform URN models.

Section 2 has already introduced a URN model with three concerns for the
example application: the Customer stakeholder, the DVD Store stakeholder, and
the Buy Movie use case. These concerns will now be expanded and new concerns
will be added in the remainder of this section with the help of basic AoURN
features.

AoURN adds the ability to define pointcut expressions and then compose
aspects with the URN model. GRL pointcut expressions are shown on a pointcut
graph and make use of pointcut (deletion) markers ( PP  ,  ) to indicate the pattern
to be matched. All elements without pointcut markers are added to the matched
location in the GRL base model, while elements with a pointcut deletion marker
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are removed. The composition rule is therefore defined by the set of links between
elements without pointcut markers and elements with pointcut markers. Generic,
reusable goals and tasks of an aspect may be described in more detail in separate
goal graphs called aspect graphs.

For example, Fig. 3 depicts four pointcut graphs showing how the DVD Store
and the Customer stakeholders are connected (Fig. 3.a), how the Buy Movie use
case and the new Earn/Redeem Movie Points use case impact the goal model
(Fig. 3.b and Fig. 3.c), and how the new Security NFR concern impacts the use
cases (Fig. 3.d). Note that the tasks defined on the pointcut graphs of the use
case concerns have URN links to UCM elements (e.g., Process online and send by
mail is linked to processOrder and sendMovie shown in Fig. 2). Furthermore, a
reusable aspect graph of the Security NFR concern is shown in Fig. 4, explaining
how security can be generally achieved by modeling knowledge from the security
domain.
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Fig. 3. AoGRL’s Pointcut Graphs for a Simple Online DVD Store

The pointcut expressions in Fig. 3.a, Fig. 3.b, and Fig. 3.c are rather straight-
forward and the composition of these aspects with the base model is simple. The
base locations affected by these three aspects are indicated by four aspect mark-
ers (  , e.g., Reduced DVD price) in Fig. 5. The pointcut expression of the Security
NFR concern in Fig. 3.d connects the reusable aspect graph of the Security NFR
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Fig. 4. AoGRL’s Aspect Graph for the Security NFR Concern

concern with the application-specific goal model of the online DVD store. The
pointcut expression matches any two tasks with a dependency link as long as one
task resides within the DVD Store stakeholder while the other task resides within
the Customer stakeholder. The base locations affected by the Security NFR con-
cern are again indicated by aspect markers (i.e., the four tasks in Fig. 3.b and
Fig. 3.c).

When an aspect marker is selected, the modeler is taken to the AoView of
the aspect with only those aspectual properties of the pointcut graph highlighted
that are relevant to the aspect marker. The aspect markers and the AoViews
allow the requirements engineer to reason about the composed model. The con-
cept of composed models in AOM thus relates to aspects being woven into the
base in AOP. Essentially, aspect markers in AoURN are similar to the advice
markers in AspectJ shown on the left-hand side of the Java Eclipse editor [7].

The AoViews of the aspect markers in Fig. 5 are simply the pointcut graphs
from Fig. 3 without the symbols for the pointcut markers – i.e., the AoView of
the aspect marker for Comfortable is Fig. 3.b, for Reduced DVD price it is Fig. 3.a
and Fig. 3.c because Reduced DVD price is matched by two pointcut graphs, for
Attract repeat customers it is Fig. 3.c (see Fig. 6.a), and for Online Store it is
Fig. 3.b. The two examples illustrated in Fig. 6.b and Fig. 6.c show the AoViews
corresponding to the aspect markers of the Security NFR. The AoView of the
aspect markers of Order movie at home and Process online and send by mail is
shown in Fig. 6.b, while the AoView of the aspect markers of Record movie points
and Use movie points is shown in Fig. 6.c. Note how parameterized elements of
the pointcut expression are replaced by their actual matches in the AoViews in
Fig. 6.b and Fig. 6.c. By using the models defined by the requirements engineer
for the AoViews, it is possible to view the composed AoURN model without
having to resolve complex layout issues (this applies to AoGRL and AoUCM).

Similarly to GRL pointcut expressions, UCM pointcut expressions define
the pattern to be matched with a pointcut map. Grey start and end points on
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Fig. 5. AoGRL’s Aspect Markers for a Simple Online DVD Store System
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the pointcut map are not part of the pointcut expression but rather denote its
beginning and end. The aspectual properties are shown on a separate aspect map,
allowing the pointcut expression and the aspectual properties to be individually
reused. The aspect map is linked to the pointcut expression with the help of a
pointcut stub ( PP  ). The causal relationship of the pointcut stub and the aspectual
properties visually defines the composition rule for the aspect, indicating how
the aspect is inserted in the base model (e.g., before, after, optionally, in parallel
or anything else that can be expressed with the UCM notation). The replacement
pointcut stub ( PP  ) is a special kind of pointcut stub, indicating that the aspect is
replacing the matched base elements.

For example, the purpose of the new Communication concern in Fig. 7 is to
define in more detail the interaction between the customer and the online DVD
store when the customer selects a movie. The pointcut map therefore matches
against the selectMovie and processOrder responsibilities in the Customer and
DVD Store components, respectively. The bindings of the pointcut stub connect
the in-path of the stub with the start point of the pointcut map and the out-
path of the stub with the end point of the pointcut map. As the pointcut stub
on the aspect map is a replacement pointcut stub, the matched responsibilities
are replaced with the aspectual properties described on the aspect map. The
aspect map defines that selectMovie and processOrder are reinserted and explicit
request and reply responsibilities as well as a waiting place are added, specifying
that the customer has to wait for the response of the online DVD store. Note
that the specification of this aspect is rather problematic as will be discussed in
Section 4. However, it serves its purpose here to introduce the main concepts of
AoUCM.
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Fig. 7. AoUCM’s Aspect Map and Pointcut Map for the Communication Concern
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Similar to GRL aspect markers, UCM aspect markers (  ) also indicate af-
fected base locations in the UCM model. If the aspect adds elements before or
after the base location matched by the pointcut expression, the aspect marker
is added before or after the base location, respectively. In the case of a replace-
ment, two aspect markers are added, one before and one after the replaced base
elements. Contrary to AoGRL, a UCM aspect marker is not just an annotation
but is rather a kind of stub that links the base model with a submap, i.e., the
aspect map. Bindings between the aspect marker and the aspect map are created
automatically by AoURN’s composition mechanism. Figure 8 shows the aspect
markers added to the use case from Fig. 2 because the pointcut expression in
Fig. 7 matches selectMovie and processOrder in this use case.
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Fig. 8. AoUCM’s Aspect Markers and their corresponding AoView

Fig. 8 also shows the AoView for the aspect markers, highlighting the portion
of the Communication aspect map that is inserted. When the first aspect marker is
reached during the Buy Movie scenario, the scenario continues with the aspectual
behavior on the aspect map (right after the pointcut stub). When the aspect
map’s end point is reached, the scenario continues with the second aspect marker,
thus skipping the replaced base elements. If the aspect does not replace base
elements but e.g. simply adds elements before or after the matched base location,
then the scenario returns from the aspect map to the same aspect marker (i.e.,
the aspect marker has bindings to and from the aspect map). Note that the
dashed arrows depicting bindings are only added for illustration purposes and
are not part of AoUCM’s concrete syntax. The jUCMNav tool manages bindings
and hierarchical UCM models much more effectively.

Finally, aspects may depend on or conflict with each other. AoURN models
dependencies and conflicts among concerns and the resolution thereof with the
help of the Concern Interaction Graph (CIG) [15]. Many aspect interactions can
be resolved with precedence rules. The CIG is a specialized GRL goal graph
that uses dependencies, correlations, and intentional elements to model such
precedence rules. The precedence rules then govern the order in which concerns
are applied to a URN model.
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4 Advanced Features of AoURN

The pointcut expression in Fig. 7 is problematic because only a very specific
interaction between the customer and the online DVD store is matched. It,
however, is very likely that many if not all interactions between the customer
and the online DVD store use the request/reply pattern defined by the aspect in
Fig. 7. To rectify this problem, the pointcut expression can easily be adapted to
match against any two responsibilities (simply by using the wildcard * instead
of concrete names for the responsibilities).

This is better but still very fragile with respect to rather small changes to the
base model. If another responsibility is added in the base model after process-
Order (e.g., rewardReferrer), then the pointcut expression will no longer match.
The pointcut expression expects only two responsibilities before the path crosses
back into the Customer component. Therefore, the pointcut expression must be
made more flexible. This is achieved by the anything pointcut element (.....) as
shown in Fig. 9. The anything pointcut element matches against an arbitrary
sequence of base elements.

At this point, the aspect itself is not generic enough and therefore cannot
be reused easily, because it also specifies very concrete elements of the base
model (i.e., Customer, DVD Store, selectMovie, processOrder). In order to model
a reusable aspect, it must be possible to reuse base elements matched by the
pointcut expression. This is achieved with variables denoted by the prefix $ as
shown in Fig. 9 on the aspect map and pointcut map.
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Fig. 9. Reusing Matched Elements with Variables and the Anything Pointcut Element

The pointcut expression in Fig. 9 now matches against selectMovie, process-
Order, and rewardReferrer as well as payForMovie and sendMovie (hence there are
two pairs of aspect markers in Fig. 10). Furthermore, when the aspect is applied
to a location, the variables in the aspect are replaced by the matched elements
(i.e., $initiateRequest is replaced by selectMovie or by payForMovie; $performRe-
quest is replaced by processOrder and rewardReferrer or by sendMovie; $Requester
is replaced by Customer; and $Replier is replaced by DVD Store as shown in the
AoViews in Fig. 10).

Note that the anything pointcut element is only available for AoUCM. It
is not available for AoGRL because the highly interconnected nature of goal
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Fig. 10. AoUCM’s Aspect Markers and their corresponding AoView

graphs leads to an undesired explosion of matches. Furthermore, AoGRL does
not require variables because GRL pointcut expressions are not separated from
the description of aspectual properties. Although this is an advantage, the disad-
vantage is that individual reuse of pointcut expressions and aspectual behavior,
while possible with AoUCM, is not possible with AoGRL.

The pointcut expression in Fig. 9 now captures all interactions between the
customer and the DVD store. However, some interactions may have to be treated
differently, e.g., asynchronous communication may be more appropriate for some
interactions. This may lead to pointcuts with complicated regular expressions.
Annotation-based matching is a common approach for aspect-oriented program-
ming languages and can be effectively used to address this issue. AoURN sup-
ports annotation-based matching with metadata for both AoGRL and AoUCM
models. Metadata may be specified in the pointcut expression and the base model
may also be annotated with the metadata, explicitly identifying the locations to
which the aspect should be applied. The metadata is then simply taken into
account by the matching algorithm of AoURN.

The aspect map in Fig. 9, which describes a communication mechanism,
may be further improved by adding checks for corrupted replies and a way to
retry the interaction. Figure 11 shows the updated aspect map. This, however,
leads to an ambiguous situation when the aspect map is connected to the aspect
marker through bindings. It is not clear which of the two start points should be
connected and which of the two end points. This is addressed by the definition
of local start and end points (  and  , e.g., retry and fail in Fig. 11), which by
definition are never connected by bindings with aspect markers.

An attempt to describe in more detail the Earn/Redeem Movie Points use
case introduced in Fig. 3 uncovers another problem. The Buy Movie (BM) use
case and the Earn/Redeem Movie Points (ERMP) use case are heavily inter-
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[else]

[replyCorrupted]
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Fig. 11. Local Start and End Points for Aspects

twined with each other. First a membership form needs to be filled (ERMP),
then the order is processed (BM), then movie points may be redeemed if enough
points are available (ERMP). If there are not enough points available (ERMP),
then the customer pays for the movie as usual (BM) but earns movie points
(ERMP) once the movie has been sent (BM). The problem with intertwined use
cases is that either both use cases have to be modeled together (i.e., different
concerns are tangled with each other) or many small aspects add the individ-
ual steps of one use case to the other, making it hard to understand how these
small aspects relate to each other. Intertwined use cases are a very common
phenomenon. AoUCM uses interleaved composition to address this problem by
allowing multiple pointcut stubs to be defined for a single aspect map.

DVD Store

Customer

fillMemberForm

pointsUsed

usePoints

redeemMoviePoints

Customer DVD Store

payForMovie
sendMovie

Pointcut Map

Aspect Map

[else]
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P

processOrder
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PsendMovie

DVD Store
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fillMemberForm

pointsUsed

usePoints

redeemMoviePoints

Customer DVD Store

payForMovie
sendMovie

Pointcut Map

Aspect Map

[else]

[signUp]
PP

processOrder

[else]
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enoughPoints]

PP
payForMovie

earnMoviePoints

[else]

[member && 
!redemption]

PPsendMovie

 

Fig. 12. Interleaved Composition
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A requirements engineer can understand the ERMP use case simply by look-
ing at its definition, i.e., the aspect map in Fig. 12. First, a member form must be
filled if the customer is not yet signed up, then movie points may be redeemed
if enough points are available, and finally movie points may be earned if the
member did not redeem movie points in the same transaction. In addition, the
pointcut stubs identify how the BM use case is interleaved with the ERMP use
case. The member form must be filled before processing the order, redeeming of
movie points may occur instead of paying for a movie, and earning movie points
happens after the movie was sent.

As shown in the pointcut expression in Fig. 12, interleaved composition is
achieved with a series of UCM paths, established by connecting together grey end
and start points. Pairs of grey end and start points are ignored by the matching
algorithm and the pointcut expression is therefore easily matched against the
Buy Movie use case described in Fig. 10. The additional grey end and start
points, however, are used when connecting a series of pointcut stubs to a series of
UCM paths on the pointcut map. All examples until now featured only pointcut
maps with one grey start and one grey end point and aspect maps with only
one pointcut stub. The binding to the pointcut stub on the aspect map was
therefore straightforward – the in-path of the pointcut stub is connected to
the grey start point and the out-path to the grey end point. In Fig. 12, the
processOrder pointcut stub is connected to the first path segment of the pointcut
expression, the payForMovie pointcut stub to the second path segment, and the
sendMovie pointcut stub to the third and last path segment. Note how the causal
relationship of the individual steps of the Earn/Redeem Movie Points use case
are clearly described on the aspect map and how the bindings of pointcut stubs
to UCM paths define the interleaving of the two use cases, while the pointcut
expression remains fairly simple. Interleaved composition is powerful yet it is
seldom supported in other AOM and AOP approaches.

Fig. 13 highlights two scenarios of the Earn/Redeem Movie Points use case
composed with the Buy Movie use case. The first is the initial scenario where a
new member signs up to the movie points program, while the second scenario
shows a redemption of movie points. The dashed arrows have been added to
illustrate the bindings created automatically by the composition mechanism of
AoURN, allowing the reader to follow along the scenario as it unfolds. Note that
the jUCMNav tool does not require the bindings to be visualized but allows the
modeler to conveniently navigate from stubs to plug-in maps or aspect markers
to aspect maps by clicking on the stub or aspect marker, respectively. This results
in a much less confusing experience for the requirements engineer than Fig. 13
seems to convey.

The operationalization of the Security NFR concern from Fig. 3.d can also
be modeled concisely with interleaved composition. The pointcut expression
matches against the request responsibility, the AND-fork, $performRequest, reply,
and the path crossing back into the $Requester component in the Communica-
tions concern. Encryption processing is then added after the request and reply
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Fig. 13. Two Highlighted Scenarios of the Earn/Redeem Movie Points Use Case
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responsibilities, while decryption processing is added before $performRequest and
after crossing back into the $Requester component.

Some of the aspect markers in Fig. 13 only have a binding to the aspect map,
some only one from the aspect map, and some both. The concrete syntax for all
three cases, however, is the same. This makes it difficult for the requirements
engineer to understand the impact of an aspect simply by looking at the aspect
marker. AoUCM differentiates between these three cases (  . . . standard = to
and from bindings,  . . . beginning of a replacement = only to bindings,  
. . . end of a replacement = only from bindings), making it possible to identify
replacements immediately.

5 Requirements for Extending Z.151 with Aspects

This section proposes requirements for improving modularity and separation of
concerns in URN by extending it with aspect-oriented concepts (Table 1). Some
of these requirements may not require any changes to the current version of URN,
especially if a proposed solution for AOM with URN uses existing modeling
constructs specialized by metadata in a URN profile. These requirements are
still included here as this set of requirements aims to be complete with respect
to coverage of key aspect-oriented concepts.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the Aspect-oriented User Requirements Notation (AoURN),
an extension to the User Requirements Notation (URN). Basic and advanced
features of AoURN were illustrated and discussed. Based on these features as
well as our experience with AoURN modeling in general, we proposed a list of
requirements that can be used to evolve URN into a complete aspect-oriented
modeling environment for requirements engineering activities. In future work,
the requirements for supporting the analysis and validation features of URN
in an aspect-oriented way as well as the requirements for the path traversal
mechanism will still have to be refined. Furthermore, recent work on analyzing
semantic aspect interactions with the help of GRL graphs could be considered
for inclusion into an updated version of the URN standard. Finally, the notions
of aspect markers and pointcut expressions spanning model types with the help
of URN links could be applied to other AOM techniques to address layout issues
of composed models and support multi-model aspects.
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Requirement (URN shall allow…) Rationale 

GRL and UCM model diagrams and elements to be 

grouped into concerns. 

Basic premise of aspect-oriented modeling. 

Patterns (i.e., pointcut expressions) to be defined for a 

concern. 

Basic premise of aspect-oriented modeling. 

Patterns to be defined that are at the same level of 

complexity as URN itself. 

A pattern language (i.e., pointcut language) that is not able to 

capture all constructs of URN is limiting the expressiveness and 

flexibility available to the requirements engineer. 

Parameterized patterns to be defined. Parameterized patterns allow concerns to transform a large numbers 

of base locations. 

Patterns that include logical operators AND, OR, or 

NOT. 

Required to fine-tune pattern descriptions. 

Patterns that include metadata. Required to fine-tune pattern descriptions. 

Patterns that match against an arbitrary sequence of 

UCM base elements. 

Required to safe-guard successful pattern matches against small 

changes in the base model or to efficiently capture variations in the 

target pattern. 

The reuse of matched UCM elements in the 

description of the concern properties. 

Required to specify highly reusable concerns. 

Patterns to be defined over both model types. Aspect-oriented extensions to URN must take advantage of the URN 

framework. 

Purely syntactic model elements to be ignored when 

matching the pattern against the base model. 

Required to safe-guard successful pattern matches against 

inconsequential changes in the base model. 

Semantically equivalent models to be matched even if 

their syntactic representation is different. 

Required to safe-guard successful pattern matches against 

inconsequential changes in the base model. 

Composition rules to be defined for a concern. Basic premise of aspect-oriented modeling. 

Composition rules to be defined that are at the same 

level of complexity as URN itself. 

Composition rules that are not able to express all constructs of URN 

are limiting the expressiveness and flexibility available to the 

requirements engineer. 

Interleaved composition to be defined. Scenarios are often intertwined with each other. Interleaved 

composition allows scenarios to be defined separately from each 

other without losing context information and increasing pattern 

complexity. 

Locations to be transformed by a concern only if the 

transformation is indicated at the locations. 

Basic feature of aspect-oriented modeling and programming. 

Locations to be transformed by a replacement 

transformation of a concern only if the replacement 

transformation is indicated at the locations in a 

different way than for locations that are transformed in 

some other way. 

It is important for the requirements engineer to understand at a 

glance the impact of concerns on the matched base locations. 

Concern dependencies and conflicts as well as their 

resolutions to be modeled. 

Concerns interact with each other. Without support for the 

resolution of these interactions, the model specification is 

ambiguous and may result in undesired interactions. 

The individual, separate reuse of concern properties 

and patterns (patterns may only be reused for UCM 

but not for GRL). 

A goal of aspect-oriented modeling is to provide highly reusable 

assets. URN must support this by allowing concern properties and 

patterns to be reused separately from each other. 

The base model composed with all concerns to be 

viewed without requiring the user to resolve complex 

layout issues. 

Requirements engineers need to have access to a fully composed 

model for further analysis. URN must support this. 

Its analysis and validation features to be performed in 

an aspect-oriented way. 

This is a very general requirement at this point. However, any 

aspect-oriented extension to URN must not prevent or limit the 

current analysis and validation features. 

The UCM Path Traversal to traverse the specified 

concern behavior upon arrival at a location 

transformed by a concern before continuing with the 

traversal at a base location. 

This is also quite general at this point and will have to be refined 

given a particular aspect-oriented extension of URN. 

 
Table 1. Requirements for Extending Z.151 with Aspect-oriented Concepts
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